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Course-Notes.Org reaches over 

600,000 unique visitors each 

month due to its popularity 

among high school students and 

teachers. Since its creation in 

2002, Course-Notes.Org has 

been providing invaluable free 

educational content to students 

of all backgrounds and influential 

classroom instructors.  
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 600,000 Unique Visitors/month 

 2,000,000 Page Views/month 

 Average Time on Site: ~11 minutes 

 85%+ have a high speed internet connection 

 97%+ US Traffic 
◦ California – 23% 

◦ Texas – 10% 

◦ New York – 10% 

◦ Florida – 6% 

◦ New Jersey – 5% 
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 31% have part time jobs; 

 33% their own credit card; 

 52% come from families with 

household incomes over 

$75,000 

 91% usually receive As or Bs 

on their report cards 

 64% are in the top 5% of 

their high school class; 

 95% plan on attending a 4 

year university or college 
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48% 
52% 

Gender 

Male

Female

84% 

11% 
5% 

Age 

13-17

18-24

24+

Source: Self-Reported Site Survey, 2008 

Average Number of Responses/Question: 3600 
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What kind of music 
do you listen to? 

Alternative 52% 

Rock 63% 

Country 15% 

Hip-Hop / Rap 44% 

Latin 9% 

Pop 44% 

Electronic / 
Dance 

27% 

How many movies 
do you see each 

month in the 
theater? 

0 25% 

1 41% 

2 22% 

3 5% 

4 2% 

5+ 5% 

Girls: How often do you wear makeup? 

Everyday 40% 

Only when I’m going out 20% 

Special Occasions 17% 

Never 22% 

Our users are also very active outside 
of the classroom. 94% of our users 
participate in one or more extra-
curricular activities: 

If you would like any specific demographic information 
collected ahead of time, that can easily be arranged. 



 Teens have money to spend. As Teens age, their 
yearly discretionary income increases from nearly 
$1,500 at age 12 to 13 to nearly $4,500 by age 16 
to 17. As a group, Teens of all ages spent a 
projected $112.5 billion dollars in 2003.  

 Teens influence household spending. Parents 
consult the computer and market-savvy teens in 
their households for large and small purchases.  

 Teens are a growing market. The Teen population 
will expand from 32.4 million in 2000 to 33.5 
million in 2010. 
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Source: Teen Market Profile © Copyright 2004 Magazine Publishers of America 
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Our users are active on 
Facebook and can spread 
your message virally 
through it. The Course 
Notes fanpage has 25,000 
and have the ability to 
include Facebook 
messaging as a tie-in with 
your onsite campaign or 
any social marketing 
campaigns you're running 
in parallel. Let us associate 
your brand with the trust 
that our users have in our 
website! 

 

+ = 

http://www.facebook.com/coursenotes
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 Custom editorial integration including page 
takeovers, articles, sponsored polls, quizzes, 
surveys, micro sites. 

 Sweepstakes and giveaway management. 

 Display advertising (all standard IAB sizes)  

 Interstitials/superstitials. 

 All rich media (floating ads, expanders, 
streaming videos, etc).  

 Email marketing (120,000+ member opt-in 
list) and co-registration 
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Ad Unit 

Leaderboard 

Skyscraper 

Rectangle 

Our in-house technical and 
design team is able create 
completely customized 
advertising campaigns to 
ensure the highest ROI. 
Please contact us with what 
you have in mind and we 
will put together a unique 
proposal to meet your 
needs. 
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General Guidelines 

Placement Dimensions Max File 
Size 

Acceptable File 
Types/Formats 

Animation/Looping/ 
Length Restrictions 

Video 
Allowed? 

Audio 
Allowed? 

Rich Media 
Accepted? 

Leaderboard 728x90 
468x60 

45kb JPEG, GIF, 
Flash 

Yes, 3x, :30 Yes, 
upon 
rollover 
or click 

Yes, 
upon 
rollover 
or click 

Yes 

Rectangle 300x250 
300x600 

45kb JPEG, GIF, 
Flash 

Yes, 3x, :30 
 

Yes, 
upon 
rollover 
or click 

Yes, 
upon 
rollover 
or click 

Yes 

Skyscraper 160x600 
120x600 

45kb JPEG, GIF, 
Flash 

Yes, 3x, :30 
 

Yes, 
upon 
rollover 
or click 

Yes, 
upon 
rollover 
or click 

Yes 

Ad Rollover Expansion Specifications 
Expandable portion of ad should be user-initiated and activate upon mouse-
over or click, and must minimize automatically upon mouse-off or have a 
clear close button 
•728x90 has a maximum expansion size of 728x400 
•300x250 has a maximum expansion size of 560x300 
•160x600 has a maximum expansion size of 460x600 
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If you have any questions or would like to speak to 
someone on our team, please contact: 
  
 Chris Keenan 
 email: chris.keenan@course-notes.org  
 phone: 312.622.7551 
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